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unemployment15 may not be appropriate for individual data on youth unemployment. Alternative models directly analogous to those used 01 aggregate data17 are proposed at the end of the next subsection.
Implications for Empirical Work on Youth Unemployment
Young people's behavior in labor markets is even more complex the the behavior of their eiders. Unlike prime-age males, young people have nonparticipation äs a real Option, and they exercise it often. Whether they are in or out of the labor market, they must make anothe constrained choice their eiders rarely face—whether to stay enrollec in school. Moreover, they work part-time rather than full-time more often than older people do. Empirical studies of youth labor markets must deal in some fashion with the joint determination of school enrollment, military Status, labor force participation, hours worked per week, and wages.  There is important simultaneity between participation and the Chance of unemployment if participation is chosen There is also simultaneity between the number of years of education < person has and the Chance he or she will find a place in the labor force.
In addition to the simultaneity problems, there are problems of definition for the labor force variables.  Several very different kir of behavior are reported äs the same empirical phenomenon, "youth unemployment." For someone who has quit school permanently and who cannot rely on family financial support, reported unemployment may reflect a chronic inability to find any hours of employment at any wc level. This kind of involuntary, structural unemployment may constitute what Conant (1961) called "social dynamite," and it has grave implications for adult poverty and crime.18  At the other end of the spectrum of interpretations of these statistics, reported unemployment in a particular week may reflect brief Job search or normal experimentation with possible careers. Por someone who has
16Since the search literature is mainly theoretical, there are few empirical search models to criticize.  Kiefer and Neumann (1979, 198! are careful to use data on permanently laid-off men for whom their sophisticated search model seems especially appropriate.
17For example, Fleisher and Rhodes (1976).
18Recent empirical work, though not conclusive because of poor data, tends to make Conant's fears seem ill-founded. Freeman and Wise (191 briefly survey work that, based on longitudinal data, finds no significant effect of employment history per se_ on later labor force behavior, once persistent individual skill and motivation difference; have been controlled for. But Cave (1981) and Levy (1982) criticize these results äs possibly reflecting unavoidable selection bias agai]

